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This article [ written by Enviro-Lunatic Warren Bell ] should be widely read.
It is high time in B.C. and elsewhere to reduce this unnecessary health
hazard.
[ Pest control products DO NOT represent an unnecessary health
hazard. ]

The Ontario ban has made a big difference, especially to people with
environmental sensitivities.
[ Where are the « bodies » ? ― Name ONE documented CASE. ]

Children breathe a much cleaner air and water bodies' pollution has been
substantially diminished.
[ Where is the EVIDENCE ? ― Name ONE documented CASE. ]

Moreover, how wonderful it is to walk your pet on a suburban street, in the
knowledge that he or she is safe from exposure to toxic chemicals !
[ Researchers have visited Clarkson’s home in Ottawa, and the
property LOOKS LIKE A GARBAGE DUMP. ]

I nearly lost my dog in 2002 when she was dermally exposed to the
commonly used, but largely untested PAR III, a combination of three
herbicides, in my condominium area.
[ Where is the EVIDENCE ? ― Present the documented testing from
the veterinarian. ]
For more information, please go to the Pesticide Truths web site.

Force Of Nature and Pesticide Truths reports present THE WHOLE TRUTH
FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization
Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (
NORAHG ) and from Uncle Adolph.
THE LIBRARY OF REPORTS contains Library, History, Links, News, Audios,
and Videos with ALL Force Of Nature and Pesticide Truths reports, and
information right-off-the-press, in Black & White Documents
http://pesticidetruths.com/
&
http://uncleadolph.blogspot.com/

QUICK DOWNLOAD of ALL Force Of Nature reports in Full Colour Documents
http://pesticidetruths.com/toc/
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